
system which controls them.
Therefore, if I’m Chinese, I’m going to develop a system The London Economist:to knock out the control system. We have enough junk flying

around the planet in outer space, that we can create all kinds ‘Hurrah for Imperialism!’
of things, one nation can create all kinds of things which can
wreck the functioning of the control system. And, what you’re

The Economist, mouthpiece for the City of London,seeing as was developed in Russia, which is echoed in India
and in China—you’re seeing the development of systems on Feb. 3-9 runs a feature titled “Britannia Redux: A

Special Report on Britain.” The editorial introductionwhich could be used to disrupt such a control system, by going
after the control mechanism. is headlined “You’ve never had it so good. Globalisa-

tion has done wonders for Britain, though not for all
Britons.” Under the subhead “Hurrah for an imperialThe Drive for World Empire

That’s what is at stake. So therefore when you’re talking past,” the article equates “Britain” with the City of
London financial center:about important issues, like the issue of Southwest Asia or

the current Iran issues, these are not the real issues. These are There are lots of reasons why Britain has done well,
and most of them are connected to the country’s enthu-issues, but they are not the real issues.

The real issue is the attempt by a group centered in the siastic embrace of globalisation. . . . The early restruc-
turing of its economy gave Britain an edge, acceleratingUnited Kingdom, and integrated with forces in the United

States, typified by the circles represented by the Bush Admin- the shift from mass manufacturing, where it had few
advantages, to high-value-added goods and services,istration—these circles are moving toward total globaliza-

tion. The environmentalist turn of the current President of the where it has many. A City that had earned its keep
for centuries by financing trade and foreign investmentUnited States is a featured example of that.

What they’re headed for, is a world empire, a world em- attracted new business as others too began to think glob-
ally. . . .pire of a type which is modeled on what happened when

Byzantium collapsed as an imperial force, around A.D. 1000. Perhaps because of its imperial and trading past,
Britain is remarkably at ease with globalisation. . . .At that point, the Venetian financier oligarchy took control of

the European Norman chivalry, and ran what was called a
Another article elaborates:medieval (ultramontane) system, which was based on attack-

ing Islam and also on anti-Semitism, back during the period “Rule Britannia,” Britain’s unofficial national an-
them dating from 1740, celebrated not only Britain’sof 11th, 12th, and 13th centuries.

What you’re looking at is an apparently stateless system military might but its commercial prowess as well. A
century later Britain had fully risen to the advancelike that in medieval Europe under the Crusaders and the

Venetian oligarchy. Today Venice is still a factor—the Vene- praise. This was the high-water mark of its influence in
the world, which coincided with the last great wave oftian oligarchy; but, the key thing is the Anglo-American or

the Anglo-Dutch liberal financial oligarchy,* which is now globalisation. The first country to industrialise, Britain
was soon turning out more than half the world’s coal,running the world. It’s crazy, but it’s running the world.
pig-iron and cotton textiles. . . .

Less than a century on from those glory days BritainDefend National Sovereignty
And Britain is a power which says we can not have a had become the “sick man of Europe.”. . . Now its for-

tunes are looking up again. . . . It retains a post-imperialglobalized system if there is a big power alliance in Asia plus
the United States: that is, if the United States, Russia, China, habit of thinking and investing globally, and it is home

to the world’s most important international financialand India are determined to defend the principle of national
sovereignty, and agree to agree on defending that principle center. All this makes it a testing ground for globalisa-

tion. . . .of national sovereignty, then, globalization cannot happen.
Therefore, the immediate enemy, the target of what Cheney
represents, and what Blair represents in London, are Russia,
China, and currently India. These are the primary targets. Not
Iran, Not Iraq. Not Southwest Asia. Southwest Asia, includ- running for office, are largely from the U.S. Senate. They are

not quite as stupid as they seem. What they are, is they areing Iran, are targets precisely because they are the door to an
open attack on China, Russia, India, so forth. And that’s what opportunists. You, looking from the outside, must recognize,

that when they run for office, they become prostitutes, walk-we’ve said.
Now the politicians in the United States, the ones who are ing the streets looking for customers. But when they are in

the Senate they tend to be a little better quality. The problem
is, when they’re running for office, as for President, they* Cf. Carroll Quigley, The Anglo-American Establishment: From Rhodes

to Cliveden (New York: Books in Focus, 1981). become stupid even in their behavior in the Senate, because
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